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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that if A is a strongly separating linear subspace of Ca(X). that is, for 
every x, y E X there exists f E A such that If(x)l ~ If(!t)l, then the Silov boundary for A exists 
and is the closure of the Choquet boundary, for A+ 
If, in addition, we assume that A is a closed subalgebra, then we p~ovide a proof of the following: 
the strong boundary points tbr A (r, eak points when X satisfies the first axiom of countability) 
are dense in the Silov boundary. Indeed they are a boundary for A. Our proof does not depend on 
the analogous results for sep'~ating closed subalgebras of C(X) (X compact) which contain the 
constant functions, that is, uniform algebras. © 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Given a locally compact Hausdorff topological space X,  we denote by Ca(X) the 
Banach space of all continuous K-valued functions on X vanishing at infinity, endowed 
with the sapremum norm, where K stands for the field of the real or complex numbers. If
X is compact, we will write C(X)  instead of Co(X). if A is a linear subspace of Co(X), 
a subset A of X is said to be a boundary for A if for every f E A there exists :~ E A 
such that f attains its norm at :c. If there exists a unique minimal closed boundary for 
A, it is called the ~ilov boundary for A and it is denoted by 0A. Given a linear subspace 
A of Co(X), each extreme point of the unit b'all BA, of the dual for A has the form 
ze~, where z E K is a number of modulus 1 and e~ is the evaluation map at the point 
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:r E X. c~.(f) = f (z )  ( f  ~ Co(X)) (see, e.g., [9. p. 91 and [5, p. 4411). The Choquet 
boundaD' for A, denoted by Ch A, is defined as {:~ E X: e:~. is a extreme point of BA, }. 
It is well known that Ch A is a boundary for A (see for instance [ 13, p. 1841). Recall that 
although the Choquet boundary is usually defined in the case when X is compact and 
C(X) separates points and contains the constants, both definitions agree in this case. 
So far, the existence of ~ilov boundary for subspaces has been mainly studied when the 
space X is compact. We can mention here very important results concerning this subject. 
Being K ~ C', the existence of ~ilov boundary for an arbitrary separating subalgebra 
of C(X) containing the constants i  due to G. Silov [121. Afterwards, D.P. Milman 
proved the existence of Silov boundary for every closed separating linear subspace of 
C(X) containing the constants [6-81. He also proved that in this case the Silov boundary 
consists of the closure of the Choquet botmdary. A proof of this result, due to H.S. Bear 
can be found in 121 and in [I 1, p. 389]. R. Arens and I.M. Singer [1] proved the existence 
of such a boundary for certain multiplicative subsemigroups of C(X). 
In these results, it seems very important the fact that the constant functions are con- 
tained in A. Of course this just makes ome sense in the case that X is compact. In this 
paper, we study the existence of Silov boundary lbr certain linear subspaces of Co(X). 
The techniques used in the papers mentioned above do not work in this case and the 
condition we ask the subspaces so as to have a ~ilov boundary is (of course, since we 
are considering X not necessarily compact) weaker than that they separate points and 
contain the constants. We ask the subspaces to be strongly separating. We say that a 
linear subspace A of Co(X) is strongly separating (respectively separating) if given any 
pair of distinct points :rl, x2 of X, then there exists f ~ A such that [f(xl)l ¢ [ f (x2) l  
(respectively f (zt )  ~ f(xa)). In Theorem 1, we will prove that if A is a strongly sepa- 
rating linear subspace of Ctj(X), then the ~ilov boundary for A exists and is the closure 
of the Choquet boundary for A. 
It ~s easy to prove that a linear subspace separating points and containing the constants 
is strongly separating, though obviously both concepts are not the same. On the other 
hand, being separating is not enough for a linear subspace to assure the existence of 
a Silov boundary: it is possible to find separating linear subspaces of C(X) for which 
there is no ~ilov boundary. To see this, take X := {a,b} and A := {f 6 C(X): f(a) = 
- f (b)}.  Clearly {a} and {b} are both minintal boundaries for A. 
Let A be a linear subspace of Co(X), It is said that a point xo E X is a strong 
boundary point (also called weak peak point) for A if for each neighborhood U of x~j, 
there is a function f in A such that: 
( I )  I f (x0) l  = l = Ilfl[; 
(2) I f (z) l  < I for all x ~: X \ U. 
We will denote by aA the set of all strong boundary points for A. 
It is said that a point x 0 c X is a peak point for A if there exists f E A such that: 
(1) I f (xo) l  = I = Ilfl l; 
(2) If(~t')l < 1 for all x E X distinct from xo. 
We will denote by pA the set of all peak points for A, 
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Let B be a uniform algebra, i.e., a closed ~parating subalgebra of C(X)  which 
contains the constants. Then trB is a boundary for B and is dense in i~B (see, e.g., 
[10. Theorem 3.3.15]). If, in addition, X is metfizable, then pB is a boundary for B 
and is dense in i)B. This last result is due to E. Bishop [31. He called pB the minimal 
boundary for B and showed that this minimal boundary need not exist if the hypothesis 
of metdzability is dropped. 
In Theorem 5. we shall provide a proof of the following: if we assume that A is a 
strongly separating closed subalgebra of C0(X), then aA  is dense in i)A. Indeed era is 
a boundary for A. If, in addition, X satisfies the first axiom of countability, then we can 
replace aA by pA. 
We would like to remark that our proof does not seem to have made its way into the 
literature yet since it does not rely on the analogue results for uniform algebras ([10, 
Theorem 3.3.151 and [3]), 
Theorem 1. Let A be a ~itongly separatiug linear subspace of Co(X). Then 8A e.rists 
and is the ch~sure of Ch A. 
Proof. Let A be a closed boundary for A. We shall prove that Ch A is contained in A 
Define B as the linear suhspace of Co(A) of the restrictions to A of the functions of A. 
From the fact that ,4 is a boundary for A, it is clear that each f E B has a unique 
extension fx  in A. Con:,ider the linear isometry T :  B --) A, defined as Tf  := fx  for 
every f E B. Clearly T is surjective and then its adjoint T '  : A'  -~ B'  sends the extreme 
points of the unit ball of A p onto the extreme points of the unit ball of B'. So if ex is an 
extreme point of the unit ball of A' and f E H. then (Tle~)(f) : fx (~) .  We deduce 
that TJex = Ire v and e~, =/~e.v, with ~u E K ,  I~ul = l, and g E A. Since A is strongly 
separating, we have that/L = I and x = y. We easily conclude that Ch A c ,5. [] 
Definition 2. Let A be a subalgebra of Co(X) and f E A. Then 
(1) St  : :  {x E X: [f(x)l = lit]l}. 
(2) Given z c S I, .I~ := n~es~ so where g E A. 
Remark. It is clean-, from the definition of Co(X), that S I is a nonvoid compact set. 
Also, J.: is a nnnvoid compact subset of S I for any z E S I .  
Lemma 3. Let U be an open set of X such that J: C U. Then there e,rists g C A such 
that Ilgll = I = g(.-) and Ig(~)l < I for all x ~ U. 
Proof. Let us suppose that x ¢ U. Therefore x ¢ J : .  what gives a function f~ E A such 
that IIAII = I = A(~)  and IA(x)l < I. Now,  for every x E (X  t j {c~})  \ U ,  let Ux be 
a neighborhood of x such that Ifz(Ux)l < I. Since (X u {no}) \ U is compact, we can 
find {xl . . . . .  x,~} C (X U {on}) \ U such that 
(xul~l)\t;c Ou~,. 
i=1 
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If we define 
rr~ 
g:= (~=, ) 
then it is clear that g has the required properties. [] 
Lemma 4. Let f ,g  E A such that Ilfll - Ilall - I attd O < f ( z )  ~ g(z) = I.lor.¥ome 
z E X.  Let us suppose that there exists an open set U with 
K := {x E X:  I f (x ) l  ~< $(~)} c u 
and [g(x)l < I for all x outside U. Theu. for each c > O. there exists f~ C A such that 
(1) . f~(z ) :  1. 
(2) IIAll < I + s. 
(3) IA (z ) l  < ~ for all x outside U. 
(4) [f~(x)l ~< I f o ra l l : c~ K.  
(5) l f l f (xo) l  < f (z) .  then If~(zo)[ < 1, 
Proof. Since the set V : :  (X U {oc}) \ U is compact, the function g attains a maximum 
value s < I inside V. 
On the other baud, it is clear that there exists 0 < ~ < I and k E N such that 
~+(I <~S(~)js~ < ~. 
Let us now define f~ E A as follows: 
fe : :  c~f + (1 - o~f(z))g k, 
It is a routine matter to verify that this function has the required properties. [] 
Theorem 5. Let A be a strongly separating closed subalgebra of Co(X), Then c~A is 
dense in aA. Indeed aA is a bonndao' for A. 
Proof. Fix fo E A and consider a chain (d~.<,)~a, x .  E Sf,,, with ,~,  C Jx:~ if 
a"  ~ ~'. Then ["loea J.,:,, is nonempty because it is the intersection of a chain of closed 
subsets of the compact ,S'y,.. By Zorn's lemma, the family {J~.: x E SA,} has a minimal 
element J ~ O. Clearly, if x, z E J ,  then J~, = .I,, = J .  
Now we show that J is a singleton. Assume, contrary to what we claim, that there 
exist x~, x2 E d with xt ~ x2. Since A is a strongly separating linear subspace, then 
there exists f E A, such that 
Is(~,)l ~ If(x-~)t . 
We will consider that 
I f(x,) l  > Is(~-~)t. 
Let z E J such that 
Ir(:) l  : sup Is(~)l > lso~.~)l. 
a:EJ 
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Multiplying by a constant if necessary, we can assume both If(z)l = f ( z )  and Itfll = 1. 
We now consider the following neighborhood of J :  
U~ : :  {x C X :  I f(x)] </ (z )+ ~}. 
By Lemma 3, there exists gl E A such that H.ql[I = 1 = .q =l (z) and l.ql(x)i < 1 for all 
xeU, .  
Next, by applying Lemma 4 to f ,  Yl, [rL and 0 < el < l, we find a function f ,  E A 
with: 
(~) f~(z )  = I. 
(2) Ilftll < I +~, .  
(3) If~(x)l < el for all x outside UI. 
(4) Ift(x)l <~ 1 if I f(x)[ < f(z). 
(5) I.fdx2)l < 1. 
Let us now define the following neighborhood of J :  
U2 := {x E X: If(x)l < f(z) + l }. 
Consider e2 > 0 such that e2 < el and e2 + (l + ¢1 )/2 < 1. By applying again Lemmas 3 
and 4 as above, we obtain a function f_~ E A with: 
(1) f2(z) = 1. 
(2) 11/211 < l + s_,. 
(3) If2(x) I < e2 for all x outside U2. 
(4) If2(x)l ~< 1 if I f(x)t ~< f(z). 
<5) If.qz.,)l < 1. 
Let us define the following neighborhood of J for n E N :  { 1} 
u. := ~ • x :  If(~)l < f(z) + ~ . 
Consider e,, > 0 such that ¢,, < ~,,-i and 
I+e l  l+e ,  1 +en- i  
+ ~-"  + . . .  <1 .  
E-+-  W - . + ~-z : r - -~  
By induction, we obtain a function f ,  E A with: 
( l)  f , ,(z) : I. 
(2) flAIl < l +~, .  
(3) If .(x)l  < e .  for all z outside U,,. 
(4) I f . (x) l  < I if If(x)l ~< f(-'). 
(5) [f.(z2)l < I. 
Let us finally define a function g : X --+ K as 
..q(x):=~_f"2(-2-~ x) 
for all x E X.  Since A is closed and Y'~=~ [Ifn/2"ll < +~,  we deduce that g • A. 
It is clear that g(z) = l, Ig(x2)l < 1 and, from the way we have chosen zn, n E N ,  
Ilgll = 1. This implies that x2 ¢ J ,  which is absurd. As a consequence, J is a singleton. 
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Let U be any open neighborhood of jr, where {z} : J .  From Lemma 3, we can find 
a function 9 E A which satisfies 1 = 9(z) = 119II and ly(z)l < l for all x ~ U, that is, 
z belongs to aA. 
Gathering up the information obtained so far, we infer that, for every f E A, the set 
S s = {x e X: I f (z) [  = [IfII} contains at least a strong boundary point, which is to 
say that aA  is a boundary for A. The rest of the proof follows from the minimality 
of 8A. t2 
Corollary 6. / fA  is a strongly separating closed subalgebra of Cu(X) and X satisfies 
the first axiom of countability, then pA is a boundary for A and is dense bt OA. 
Proof. We will show that pA = aA. It is clear, from its definition, that pA c aA. 
On the other hand, since X is satisfies the first axiom of countability, we can assume 
that, given z E aA, there exists a countable base (U,,) of neighborhoods of :c such that 
d c~ Un+l C Un, U~+j # Un for all n E N an n ,= l  u~ = {x}. We now take f ,  E A such 
that f~(x) = 1 = IIf~ll and [fn(X \ U,,)I < 1 for all n E N .  Hence the function 
lz) := 2,., ~ ' f f ,  
n=l 
which belongs to A, satisfies f (x)  = 1 = lifll and If(y)l < 1 if y ~ X. [:3 
The following example, due to H.G. Dales [4], shows that the above two results may 
fail if we do not assume A to be closed. 
Example. Let X be the Cantor set in the unit interval of the real line. It is well known 
that X is a metrizable compact Hausdorff space which is perfect and totally disconnected. 
Let LC(X)  be the algebra of continuous K-valued functions on X which are locally 
constant. Given two points zl and x2 in X, there exist closed sets XI and X2 such 
that z i E Xi ( i  = 1,2), XI uX2  = X and Xi NX2 = 0. If we choose flx~ =- i 
(i = 1,2), then f separates :el and x2. Consequently, LC(X) is a separating suhalgebra 
of C(X) which contains the constants. Since X is perfect and each function of LC(X) 
is locally constant, it is easy to check that there are no peak points for A and, from the 
metrizability of X, there are no strong boundary points for A. Furthermore, the ~;ilov 
boundary coincides with X. 
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